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"An excellent book for all carvers." â€” The Mallet"A woodcarver is one who can take a scrap of

wood, breathe life into it with patient, skilled hands, and make it a warm object of lasting beauty.

That is creativity," say award-winning craftsmen Beiderman and Johnston in this well-organized and

highly instructive guidebook that tells you everything you need to know to create attractive

woodcarvings.Especially written for the novice, it shows how to produce realistic animals, flowers,

and humorous figures in a variety of forms: in the round, in relief, and as line carvings. A wide

spectrum of more than 60 project patterns offers practical plans and ideas for carvers at all levels of

expertise.The authors provide a detailed yet easy-to-follow introduction to carving tools and how to

use them. There are also helpful hints to guide beginning carvers through difficult stages of carving,

and expert advice on painting and finishing, woodcarving as gifts, how to exhibit and enter carvings

in competition, and much more. You'll even find a whole chapter devoted to carving

birds.Abundantly illustrated with over 200 photographs and detailed line drawings, this first

paperback edition of The Beginner's Handbook of Woodcarving will be welcomed by any would-be

woodcarver seeking a thorough, reliable, and crystal-clear introduction to the age-old art of carving

wood.
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Just as the title says this is a good introductory text for the person interested in starting

woodcarving. There is not a lot of in-depth information about each type of carving, but there is

enough to get you started in the right direction.Types of carving included are line, relief, in the

round, bird, and carved gifts, with a few patterns of each type. If you already know the basics of your

type of woodcarving, a more detailed book would be a better investment. If you are curious about

what tools you might need, some basics of types of wood, a few patterns for your first project, how

to get your tools really sharp, basic techniques of making cuts, and how to finish your projects this

book will serve you well. Also included in this book are sections on starting a woodcarving club and

lists of publications, tool and wood suppliers, books, and sources of glass eyes and bird feet.If you

do decide to continue with woodcarving I strongly urge you to find a woodcarving club in your area.

The help the members can give you is invaluable.

I have wanted to carve wood for some time, but had no idea how to go about learning. Most of the

books I've looked at were either too technical or too advanced for me. Finally, this book has given

me the confidence to begin. The discussions are well written at a level that's good for a beginner

like me. I read the entire book in about 3 hours and am now going back and starting my first project.

The projects look doable and I know what I'm supposed to be learning in each one. Unlike most

books, this one doesn't assume a progression from project to project so that you have to do them

all--whether they interest you or not. I like being able to focus on whittling or chip work and being

able to put off other types until I have a reason to do them.

Like many beginning woodcarving books this book describes the basic cuts you need to practice

and it gives some information on wood types. Beyond that, the only reason to purchase this book is

if you need the patterns in them.Being new to wood carving I like the price of the book and I thought

I would give it a try. Once I saw the patterns though, I changed my mind and bought another book.

This is just a matter of taste but the cutesy mouse and the fisherman weren't what I wanted to carve

and I feel that you really need to find carvings that interest you (especially while you are learning) to

prevent boredom. Once again, if the patterns on the cover look interesting to you, then by all means

get this book (if you are a complete beginner).



I am a carver -- mantle pieces and such -- and bought the book for a young man who wanted to try

his hand at carving. It covers all the basics and even has some great patterns.

If I had to pick just one book to get started carving wood this one would be in the running.A book

that will get you started in a hobby for under $8.00? That's almost unheard of. It's true in this case. If

you want to learn how to carve there is plenty here to build your skills.This book gives you projects

to get started carving wood right now. Plus, it gives the tools and methods to design your own

projects. I really can't ask more of a beginners book than that.The projects are explained in clear

language. The pictures are well done and there's plenty of them.Most importantly, this book has

plenty of patterns and designs to get you started. Yes, there are a few campy and cartoonish

patterns, but there are also patterns based on National Wildlife Federation stamps, wild animals,

Abe Lincoln, dogs, birds, etc.I found it useful to see the level of detail for the various patterns in

order to design my own projects. There is also a section that talks about pattern making.I'm giving

four stars rather than five because after almost 30 years it could stand a new edition with some

updates for the computer age and new resources. All in all though this is a solid book and a steal at

$8.00.

At a first glance using the Look Inside feature, this book looked like it would be great for me at

starting a new hobby of woodcarving. I read the book the first night it came, and it certainly provided

good tips, but didn't really do more than scratch the surface. It has many patterns for the different

types of woodcarving, line, relief carving, birds, figures, etc... and introduces each type very

vaguely. I was hoping for a little more information on technique, but I suppose that will come with

practice.

This is a great primer. It has most of the basic information you'll need to get started. Not the best

book however so if you are only going to read one, get the "Woodcarving Course and Reference

Manual" by Chris Pye for about the same price. If you are going to read more than one beginners

book, this would be my second choice.

Do not waste your money. While the authors love for carving is evident, calling this a beginner's

handbook is misleading. Very little of the book is dedicated to actual carving tools and technique,

most of the book is about carving clubs.
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